RNA molecules display distinctive organization at nuclear speckles
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Abstract

RNA molecules often play critical roles in assisting the formation of membraneless organelles in eukaryotic cells. Yet, little is known about the organization of RNAs within membraneless organelles. Here, using super-resolution imaging and nuclear speckles as a model system, we demonstrate that different sequence domains of RNA transcripts exhibit differential spatial distributions within speckles. Specifically, we image transcripts containing a region enriched in SR protein binding motifs and another region enriched in hnRNP binding motifs. We show that these transcripts localize to the outer shell of speckles, with the SR motif-rich region localized closer to the speckle center relative to the hnRNP motif-rich region. Further, we identify that this intra-speckle RNA organization is driven by the strength of RNA-protein interactions inside and outside speckles. Our results hint at novel functional roles of nuclear speckles and likely other membraneless organelles in organizing RNA substrates for biochemical reactions.
Eukaryotic cells contain many membraneless organelles with distinct nuclear (1, 2) or cytoplasmic localizations (3, 4). These membraneless organelles generally contain RNAs, RNA binding proteins (RBPs) and ribonucleoprotein (RNP) assemblies (5, 6). Multivalent interactions between protein and RNA components drive the formation of these organelles through phase separation (7–11), and can also lead to the formation of sub-domains or layered structures within many of them (12).

Little is known about the organization of RNA within membraneless organelles, despite its potential role in coordinating biochemical reactions. One exception is the 22 kb long noncoding RNA (lncRNA) NEAT1, which serves as a scaffold component of paraspeckles, and is organized with its 5'- and 3'- ends at the paraspeckle shell and its central region at the paraspeckle core (13). However, most RNA is not considered a scaffold component. For such non-scaffold, or client RNA transcripts, different localizations of transcripts around or within some membraneless organelles (such as germ granules, nuclear speckles, and stress granules) have been noted (14–16). These studies, however, report the localization of RNA transcripts as one entity; whether there is any organization at the level of individual molecules, i.e., between different sequence domains of the same client RNAs, is not clear. Another shortcoming of most previous work is the lack of mechanistic insight explaining the observed localization.

We reasoned that the differential proteome composition inside and outside of a membraneless organelle can lead to a distinctive organization of RNA molecules. Specifically, regions of RNA transcripts interacting with proteins inside the organelle will tend to localize closer to the center than regions interacting with proteins outside the organelle. In this way, the position of RNA transcripts will be driven to the outer shell of the membraneless organelle, and their orientation will be constrained (Figure 1). Here, we refer to the position and orientation of RNA transcripts collectively as intra-organelle RNA organization.

We sought to test this intra-organelle RNA organization model using nuclear speckles as a model system. Nuclear speckles are a type of membraneless organelle in higher eukaryotic cells, playing important roles in regulating transcription, splicing and RNA processing (17–20), and maintaining 3D-genome organization (21). Their number ranges between 20 and 50 per cell (22) and their size varies from a few hundred nanometers to a few microns (22). Nuclear speckles are rich in small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs), spliceosomal proteins, and certain splicing factors, including SR proteins (a family of RBPs named for containing regions with repetitive serine and arginine residues). Polyadenylated RNAs, stained with fluorescently labeled polyT oligos, are observed to localize to nuclear speckle (23, 24). Moreover, a recent transcriptomic analysis has systematically identified nuclear speckle-localized transcripts (25). Nuclear speckles exhibit a core-shell organization. Specifically, the scaffold proteins SON and SRRM2 form the core layer of speckles, while spliceosomal components, including snRNAs and spliceosomal proteins as well as the nuclear speckle-localized lncRNA MALAT1, are enriched in the outer shell (16). In contrast to paraspeckles, nuclear speckles are not known to depend on any specific RNA transcript for their formation.

Nuclear speckles are well suited as a model system for two reasons. First, proteins with different localization relative to nuclear speckles were previously noted. Specifically, certain SR proteins are enriched in nuclear speckles (26, 27), whereas certain heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) do not exhibit any enrichment or might be depleted from speckles (28, 29). Second, synthetic reporter constructs can be designed to generate nuclear speckle-localized RNA transcripts (30). In this work, we use super-resolution microscopy to demonstrate that the intra-organelle RNA organization model applies to nuclear speckles (Figure 1).
Results

SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 proteins exhibit distinct localization relative to nuclear speckles

Confirming previous results, we found that SRSF1 protein was consistently enriched in nuclear speckles (25, 26, 31) (Figure S1a), whereas hnRNPA1 proteins showed a lower abundance in most nuclear speckles than the surrounding nucleoplasm (32) (Figure S1b).

In summary, SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 concentrations inside nuclear speckles are distinct from those outside (Figure S1c), justifying the choice of this SR-hnRNP protein pair for further analysis.

RNAs containing SRSF1- and hnRNPA1-binding motifs display specific intra-speckle organization

We started by synthesizing a reporter construct (MUT_S1-H1) using the Tet-responsive promoter-controlled three-exon design based on the Chinese hamster DHFR gene from our earlier work (33). Previous studies indicate that exonic regions are more frequently enriched in SRSF1 binding motifs while intronic regions are more enriched in hnRNPA1 binding motifs (34, 35). Therefore, we included multiple SRSF1-binding motifs in the middle exon and multiple hnRNPA1-binding motifs in the downstream intron (Figure 2a). We verified using BLAST that these sequences exhibit minimal homology with endogenous sequences. Moreover, to ensure that we were imaging RNA transcripts containing both SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motifs, rather than spliced RNA products, we introduced a mutation at the 3' splice site of the second intron (AG>GG) which inhibits its splicing (36, 37). The construct was transfected into a HeLa cell line with stably expressed Tet-regulated transactivator Tet-On 3G, and RNA expression was induced with doxycycline. Using a Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) assay, we verified that the second intron of MUT_S1-H1 RNA was mostly unspliced (Figure S2a, S3a), leaving the SRSF1- and hnRNPA1-binding motifs on the same RNA.

Using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), we labeled the SRSF1 and hnRNPA1-binding motifs on the RNA transcripts with CF568 and Alexa Fluor 647 (AF647), respectively. Nuclear speckles were stained with Alexa Fluor 488 (AF488) labeled antibody against the scaffold protein SRRM2 (38). Epifluorescence imaging confirmed that MUT_S1-H1 RNAs are localized in nuclear speckles (Figure S3a). In addition, minimal non-specific binding of the RNA FISH probes was detected using cells with unsuccessful transfection as controls (Figure S3b).

We next sought to determine the organization of MUT_S1-H1 RNA in nuclear speckles. One challenge is the small distance expected between the SR and hnRNP motifs. Indeed, since both are on the same RNA transcript and separated by only ~400 nt, we expect a distance not greater than 50 nm (e.g., the typical physical size of a regular-sized RNA molecule (hundreds to a few thousand nucleotides) is ~40-100nm, as characterized in solution and in fixed cells (39, 40)). We therefore performed super-resolution imaging on MUT_S1-H1 RNA using single molecule localization microscopy (SMLM), with a spatial resolution of 10-30 nm (41). An epifluorescence image of SRRM2 was recorded before the SMLM imaging on the same cell.

As expected, even with the increased resolution, the resulting images showed rather subtle differences between the two FISH signals at the level of individual speckles (Figure 2b). To obtain statistically significant results, we therefore developed a data analysis pipeline (Figure S4) that averages the results across a population of nuclear speckles (~50-90 per replicate). Specifically, we first selected nuclear speckles containing associated RNA signals by using intensity thresholding on the sum of all three channels, namely the two RNA FISH signal channels and the nuclear speckle marker channel (Figure S4, (1)). Extremely small, large and irregular nuclear speckles were excluded from the analysis through size and ellipticity cutoffs (Figure S4, (2)). The radial signal intensity distributions from the two RBP-
binding motifs in the RNA were then determined as a function of the normalized distance from the geometric center of the speckle ($D_{\text{center,norm}}$, Figure 2c, (i)) for individual speckles (Figure S4, (3-4)). The normalized radial distributions were then averaged across the population of speckles (Figure S4, (5)). Strikingly, this analysis demonstrated in a statistically significant way that the SRSF1 motif-rich region is distributed closer to the center of the speckle compared to the hnRNPA1 motif-rich region (Figure 2e-f).

In an alternative analysis, we calculated the radial intensity distributions of the two RNA signals as a function of the normalized distance from the edge of the speckle ($D_{\text{edge,norm}}$, Figure 2c, (ii), Figure S4, (4-5)). In agreement with our first analysis, this analysis demonstrated that the SRSF1 motif-rich region is distributed further away from the edge of the speckle, i.e., closer to the center of the speckle, compared to the hnRNPA1 motif-rich region (Figure 2g-h).

Finally, we also estimated the mean absolute radial distance difference between the two regions ($D_{\text{center,abs}}$ and $D_{\text{edge,abs}}$). We found this distance to be 15-25 nm (Figures 2d and S5), consistent with the typical physical size of an RNA molecule (~40-100 nm) (39, 40).

Together, these analyses suggest that different sequence domains in an RNA molecule can exhibit differential spatial distributions in nuclear speckles, in agreement with the intra-speckle organization model (Figure 1).

Validation of intra-speckle RNA organization

We performed several experiments to validate the intra-speckle RNA organization. First, to rule out imaging artifacts due to the choice of the fluorophores, we reversed the FISH labelling scheme, by labeling SRSF1 motifs with AF647 and hnRNPA1 motifs with CF568. We observed the same intramolecular organization trend, using both analysis methods (Figure S6a-d).

Next, we tested whether the measured mean radial distance difference between the two regions can quantitatively reflect the physical distance between the two labeled regions on the transcript, given our imaging resolution. We quantified the radial distribution and absolute mean radial distance for two additional cases: (1) We mixed probes labeled with AF647 and CF568 to target SRSF1 motifs. In this case, we did not observe any significant difference between the radial distribution of AF647 and CF568 signals targeting the same region on the transcript, yielding a near zero (4.5±2.5 nm) difference in the mean radial distance difference between the signals (Figures 2d, and S5). (2) We designed MUTS1-spacer-H1 by introducing a neutral 720-nt spacer between the SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif-rich regions (Figure 2a). Introduction of the spacer did not change the splicing outcome (Figure S2b). MUTS1-spacer-H1 demonstrated the same intra-speckle organization as MUTS1-H1 (Figure 2i-l), with a higher mean radial distance difference of 30-50 nm between the SRSF1 motif-rich and hnRNPA1 motif-rich regions (Figures 2d and S5). In summary, the absolute mean radial distance difference between the two labeled regions increased as the number of nucleotides between the two labeled regions increased (Figure 2d), confirming that our imaging resolution allows quantification of the physical distance between the two labeled regions on the transcript.

Finally, MUTS1-H1 contains repeat sequences of SR and hnRNP binding motifs. To rule out the possibility that the intra-speckle RNA organization is an artifact of these repetitions, we synthesized construct MUTS1-H1,NR (Figure S7a), where we randomly mutated 30% of the nucleotides in the SR and hnRNP motif-rich regions, resulting in ‘non-repeat’ (NR) sequences. This construct is still enriched in SRSF1 motifs in the exon and in hnRNPA1 motifs in the intron (Figure S7b-c), but devoid of repeats, as measured by BLAST. RNA transcripts from this construct demonstrated the same splicing behavior as MUTS1-H1 (Figure S2a). Importantly, they also demonstrated similar intra-speckle RNA organization (Figure S7d-g). These results confirmed that the intra-speckle RNA organization is driven by the
presence of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 binding motifs, and not because of the sequence repetition.

Together, these results further validate that RNAs exhibit distinctive intra-speckle organization, with SRSF1 motif-rich regions positioned closer to the speckle center compared with hnRNPA1 motif-rich regions.

Unspliced pre-mRNA exhibits similar intra-speckle organization

We next examined whether transcripts containing a complete set of splice sites, and are thus more similar to endogenous pre-mRNA transcripts, exhibit similar intra-speckle organization. Specially, we replaced the mutated 3’ splice site with an active 3’ splice site to generate the WT$_{S1-H1}$ construct (Figure 3a). WT$_{S1-H1}$ underwent normal splicing and export (Figure S2c). At 30 min induction, the FISH signals for both SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motifs from the WT$_{S1-H1}$ construct were mostly localized to nuclear speckles (Figure S3c), as observed under epifluorescence imaging. At 2 h induction, a significant portion of the FISH signal for the SRSF1 motifs was localized to the cytoplasm, corresponding to the spliced and exported mRNAs, whereas the residual nuclear-localized signals from the SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motifs remained localized to nuclear speckles, likely corresponding to the pre-mRNA transcripts (Figure S3c). This result illustrates that unspliced pre-mRNA can also localize to nuclear speckles similar to the partially spliced RNA.

The presence of spliced intron lariat or mature mRNA in the nuclear speckle-localized transcripts can complicate interpretation of the imaging results. As we cannot completely rule out their presence, we inhibited splicing with Pladieanolide B (Figure S2c, S3c) (42). Splicing inhibition ensures that we image pre-mRNAs containing both SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motifs. Since splicing inhibition can lead to an enlargement of nuclear speckles (42), we compared the morphology of nuclear speckles in the absence and presence of Pladieanolide B (Figure S8). While speckle size increased in the presence of Pladieanolide B, the ellipticity and regularity of the speckle surface were not significantly affected (Figure S8). We applied the same speckle size and ellipticity cutoffs for an unbiased comparison of samples. We found that the SRSF1 motif and hnRNPA1 motif-rich regions of WT$_{S1-H1}$ pre-mRNA exhibit the same intra-speckle organization as that of MUT$_{S1-H1}$ RNA (Figure 3b-e).

Intra-speckle organization is not due to transcription order

Actively transcribed genes are found to be associated with speckle periphery (17). One possible explanation for the organization we observed is that the hnRNPA1 motif-rich region, being downstream of the SRSF1 motif-rich region, is transcribed later and is therefore closer to the transcription site positioned outside nuclear speckles. However, we expect that at 2 h after induction, most transcripts are no longer associated with the DNA, and that any orientation that is present during transcription cannot persist for that long.

Nevertheless, to rule out transcription order as a cause, we performed two additional experiments. In the first experiment, we designed construct WT$_{H1-S1}$ in which the hnRNPA1-binding motifs were moved to the intron upstream of the SRSF1 motif-containing middle exon (WT$_{H1-S1}$, Figure 3a). The WT$_{H1-S1}$ construct was spliced similarly to the WT$_{S1-H1}$ construct (Figure S2d), and we imaged the pre-mRNA from this construct in the presence of Pladieanolide B. In the second experiment, we imaged MUT$_{S1-H1}$ RNA in the presence of the transcription inhibitor, Triptolide. The speckles became more rounded in the presence of Triptolide (Figure S8), as expected upon transcription inhibition (22). We again applied the same speckle size and ellipticity cutoffs for an unbiased comparison of samples.

Importantly, in both cases we observed the same intra-speckle RNA organization, in which the SRSF1 motif-rich region is closer to the speckle center than the hnRNPA1 motif-rich region (Figure 3f-m). These results provide strong evidence that the intra-speckle
organization is independent of the order in which the SRSF1 motif-rich and hnRNPA1 motif-rich regions are transcribed.

**RNA transcripts with a combination of SRSF7 and hnRNPA1 motifs exhibit similar intra-speckle organization**

To test whether RNA containing other combinations of SR and hnRNP motifs exhibits similar positioning and orientation within nuclear speckles, we replaced the SRSF1 motifs in MUT S1-H1 and WT S1-H1 with SRSF7 motifs to generate MUT S7-H1 and WT S7-H1 (Figure 4a). The splicing behavior of these constructs was similar to the SRSF1 motif-containing ones (Figure S2a,c). The radial intensity distributions with respect to the center and edge showed that SRSF7 motif-rich region is closer to the center of nuclear speckles than the hnRNPA1 motif-rich region (Figure 4b-i), the same trend observed for MUT S1-H1 and WT S1-H1. These results demonstrate that the intra-speckle organization of SR and hnRNP motifs is not specific to the SRSF1-hnRNPA1 combination.

**RNA-RBP interaction strength determines RNA organization in nuclear speckle**

We hypothesize that the mechanism underlying intra-speckle RNA organization is the multivalent interactions between RNAs with RBPs residing inside and outside nuclear speckles. We therefore expect that weakening RNA-SR protein interaction will lead to the migration of RNAs towards the speckle periphery, whereas weakening RNA-hnRNP protein interaction will lead to the migration of RNAs towards the speckle interior. In addition, weakened RNA-RBP interactions should lead to reduced constraints on RNA orientation, which would be reflected by a reduced difference in intra-speckle positioning of the two motif-rich regions. To test this hypothesis, we perturbed the RNA-RBP interaction in two ways: knocking down RBPs individually or removing RBP binding motifs from the RNA individually.

We first measured intra-speckle organization upon siRNA-mediated knockdown of SRSF1 or hnRNPA1 proteins. We achieved 83±5% and 57±8% knockdown efficiency of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 mRNAs, respectively (Figure S9). We did not observe any significant change in nuclear speckle morphology upon knocking down of these two proteins (Figure S8). We performed SMLM imaging under these knockdown conditions, using MUT S1-H1 as a representative. To choose cells with efficient protein knockdown, hnRNPA1 and SRSF1 proteins were stained with their respective antibodies and imaged with a 750 nm laser. Cells showing significant reduction in immunofluorescence signal compared to cells treated with scramble siRNA were selected (Figure 5b). Confirming our hypothesis, SRSF1 knockdown caused significant migration of RNA transcripts towards the speckle periphery (Figure 5c-g). Conversely, hnRNPA1 knockdown caused RNA migration towards the speckle interior (Figure 5c-g). In addition, as predicted, the difference in intra-speckle positioning of the two motif-rich regions was reduced under each knockdown conditions. Finally, the trends were reproducible when we reversed the FISH labelling scheme (Figure S6e-l).

We extended our siRNA-mediated knockdown experiments to MUT S7-H1. In contrast to MUT S1-H1, SRSF1 knockdown only caused minor outward movement of RNA transcripts from the MUT S7-H1 construct, and no noticeable difference in intra-speckle positioning of the two motif-rich regions (Figure S10). This is consistent with the fact that MUT S7-H1’s middle exon does not contain any SRSF1 motifs and should thus be less sensitive to SRSF1 protein knockdown. This minor outward migration might be explained by a slight downregulation (10±9%) of SRSF7 when knocking down SRSF1 (Figure S9). On the other hand, as expected, hnRNPA1 knockdown still led to very similar results to those observed with MUT S1-H1 (migration towards speckle center and smaller difference in positioning between the two motif-rich regions) (Figure S10).

We further modulated the RNA-RBP interactions by removing one of the RBP binding motifs in the RNA. We generated two size-matching single-motif variants of construct MUT S1-H1:
MUTN-H1 containing only an hnRNPA1 motif-rich region and MUTS1-N containing only an SRSF1 motif-rich region (Figure 6a). MUTN-H1 RNA transcripts lacking the SRSF1 binding motifs showed a migration towards the speckle periphery (Figure 6b-d, g-h), similar to the effect of SRSF1 protein knockdown. In addition, MUTS1-N RNA transcripts lacking the hnRNPA1 binding motifs showed an inward migration towards the center of the speckle (Figure 6b, e-f, g-h), similar to the effect of hnRNPA1 protein knockdown. Collectively, these results suggest that RNA-RBP interaction strength drives intra-speckle RNA organization.

A toy model reproduces the intra-speckle RNA organization

Finally, we computationally tested whether RNA-RBP interactions are sufficient for explaining the observed intra-speckle RNA organization. In this simple toy model, we considered four lattice sites, with two sites inside the speckle and two sites outside. We then considered the position and orientation of a 2-block RNA molecule, corresponding to an SR motif-rich region and an hnRNP motif-rich region, leading to a total of 6 configurations (Figure 7a). In each configuration, each block on the RNA molecule can be either bound or unbound by the corresponding protein, leading to 4 binding states per configuration, and 24 energy states in total (Table S1). The relative population of each energy state can be estimated by the dissociation constant (K_d) of each RNA-RBP pair, and the concentration of these RBPs in each location. The intra-speckle positioning of the two regions on the RNA was then estimated using a Boltzmann distribution. The modeling details are described in Supplementary Text.

Our simulation recapitulated the differential intra-speckle spatial distribution of the SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif-rich regions (Figure 7b). In addition, the model recapitulated the changes of intra-speckle RNA organization upon SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 knockdowns (Figure 7c-d) in two aspects: (1) a change in RNA positioning as an entity, (2) a less constrained RNA orientation reflected by a smaller difference in the intra-speckle positioning of the two RBP motifs. Finally, the simulation indicated that the intra-organelle organization applies to a broad range of binding affinities (with K_d ranging from 100 nM to 10 µM) (Figure 7 and S11a-f). In fact, increasing the K_d parameter in our toy model leads to results closer to the experimentally measured values, suggesting that RNA-RBP interactions in vivo may be considerably weaker than the in vitro measured values (43, 44), possibly due to competition from other cellular proteins.

Discussion

In this study, we proposed an intra-organelle RNA organization model, and demonstrated it using nuclear speckles as a model system (Figure 1). Specifically, we observed that an SR motif-rich region is localized closer to the speckle center than an hnRNP motif-rich region present in the same RNA molecule. To experimentally demonstrate the spatial organization of RNA molecules, we engineered reporter constructs that are enriched in SRSF1/7 and hnRNPA1 binding motifs. Such a design guarantees that the intra-speckle organization is primarily driven by interactions with these specific proteins, and allowed us to measure the effect of knockdowns. We expect the organization of endogenous RNA transcripts to be determined by the combined interaction with the multitude of RBPs inside and outside speckles.

Intra-organelle RNA organization is likely not restricted to nuclear speckles, and can potentially apply to any membraneless organelle enriched in certain RBPs but depleted for others. Indeed, our toy model shows that RNA organization can arise from an RBP concentration difference between the inside and outside of membraneless organelles. In addition, it was reported that a long mRNA, AHNAK (>18 kb), that localizes to cytoplasmic stress granules, is more often observed with its 3' end extending out of stress granules and its 5' end residing in stress granules, compared to the other orientation (15). While no
mechanism for this observation was provided, this observation suggests that non-random RNA organization within other membraneless organelles is possible, and remains to be further investigated.

While nuclear speckles are not known to rely on any specific RNA to assemble, their structural stability depends on the presence of nuclear RNA in general. Indeed, a recent study showed that depletion of nuclear RNA leads to loss of nuclear speckles and causes SON and SRRM2 to reorganize into a few large protein aggregates (71). Our observation that RNAs exhibit preferential intra-speckle organization might explain the importance of RNA molecules in maintaining the structural integrity of nuclear speckles. Specifically, through their interactions with proteins inside and outside of nuclear speckles, RNA molecules might be oriented similarly to amphiphilic polymers at the water-oil interface, and help prevent the formation of SON or SRRM2 protein aggregates. A related idea was recently proposed in the context of proteins, where the MEG-3 protein was suggested to serve as a Pickering agent to maintain an appropriate size distribution of P granules in C. elegans, by localizing to their surface and reducing surface tension (45).

Finally, our results suggest that nuclear speckles might play a role in facilitating splicing through organizing pre-mRNA substrates. SR and hnRNP proteins are important splicing regulators (46, 47) showing antagonistic effects on splicing (48). While SR binding motifs are more enriched in exons, hnRNP binding motifs are more enriched in introns (34). We hypothesize that this specific sequence arrangement can enhance splicing by driving intra-speckle organization of pre-mRNA substrates (49). Specifically, a splice site found between an SR-motif rich exon and an hnRNP-motif rich intron will be positioned at the speckle outer layer, possibly providing better spatial overlap with spliceosomal components, which are known to also localize at the outer layer (16), thereby favoring the splicing reaction. However, future experiments are needed to demonstrate a causal relationship between intra-speckle RNA organization and splicing activity.

Star Methods

Plasmid design and construction

Plasmid design was based on our earlier work (33, 50). Briefly, a three-exon construct was used, consisting of a Tet-responsive promoter, Chinese hamster DHFR exon 1 and intron 1, a synthetic variable region around exon 2, an intronic sequence derived from DHFR intron 3 (with a mutation in the 3' splice site for the MUT family of constructs), and finally, the concatenation of DHFR exons 4 through 6 followed by the SV40 polyA sequence in the strong orientation. The SR motif-rich region in exon 2 consists of 15 repeats of an 8nt SR-binding sequence (either SRSF1 or SRSF7) separated by an 8nt “neutral” reference sequence (in total 248nt), and is flanked by 3' and 5' splice sites. An hnRNPA1 motif-rich region with 24 repeats was designed similarly (392nt), with the 8nt hnRNPA1 binding sequence chosen for affinity and specificity based on RNAcompete data (51). This region was placed downstream of exon 2 (except in WT H1-S1, where it was placed upstream). The neutral sequences in MUT S1-spacer-H1, MUT S1-N, and MUT N-H1 were derived from repeats of the reference sequence, and were of length 720nt in MUT S1-spacer-H1 and size-matched in the other two cases (392nt and 248nt, respectively).

Constructs MUT S1-H1, MUT S1-spacer-H1, WT S1-H1, WT H1-S1, MUT S1-N, MUT N-H1, WT S7-H1, and MUT S7-H1 were generated in three steps. In the first step, SR motif-rich region, neutral reference sequence, and hnRNPA1 motif-rich region were generated separately producing intermediate plasmids (33), by following a previously published PCR-free cloning approach (52). Briefly, type IIS enzymes (Bsal, New England Biolabs #R3733, and BsmBI, New England Biolabs #R0739) were used to iteratively concatenate sequence modules. In the second step, the intermediate plasmids were combined with a plasmid containing the 5’ splice site or the 3’ splice site using the same stepwise approach. For example, for plasmid WT S1-H1, an intermediate plasmid was obtained containing the SR motif-rich region followed
by a 5' splice site and then the hnRNP motif-rich region. In the third step, the assembled sequences were transferred to the appropriate target plasmids (WT, MUT) by using a different set of type IIIS enzymes (BbvI, New England Biolabs #R0173, and BfuAI, New England Biolabs #R0701). Importantly, these plasmids contain a tetracycline responsive promoter (33, 53).

The non-repeat construct MUT\textsubscript{S1-H1,NR} was obtained from MUT\textsubscript{S1-H1} by mutating each nucleotide in the SR and hnRNP motif-rich regions with a probability of 37.5%. Doing so is likely to introduce unwanted splice site sequences, and to abolish too many of the RBP binding motifs. We therefore ranked \textit{in silico} 10,000 candidate sequences for each region (SR rich and hnRNP rich) and picked sequences that (1) contain no predicted splice site sequence (54, 55), and (2) keep a similar enrichment of SR or hnRNP motifs as scored using our previous machine learning model (56). The final sequences contained over 30% mutations compared to the original ones. Using BLAST of the sequence against itself, we verified the absence of any residual repeats. Gene fragments were then synthesized using gBlocks™ (IDT, USA) and cloned into the same target plasmids.

All plasmids were verified using whole-plasmid sequencing (Plasmidsaurus).

\textit{Cell culture, transfection, and drug treatments}

HeLa Tet-On cells (TaKaRa) were cultured in high glucose (4.5 g/L) containing Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Gibco) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS, Gibco), 1 mM sodium pyruvate (Gibco), 50 U/mL penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco). Cells were grown at 37 °C in a humidified environment containing 5% CO\textsubscript{2}. For imaging, cells were seeded in an eight-well imaging chamber (#1.5 cover glass, Cellvis) and grown overnight to 70-80% confluency before transfection.

For transfecting each well, 0.6 μL of Lipofectamine 3000 reagent (Invitrogen) was diluted in pre-warmed 15 μL reduced serum minimum essential medium (opti-MEM, Gibco) and vortexed briefly. In another tube, 200 ng of plasmid DNA and 0.4 μL P3000 reagent (Invitrogen) were diluted in 15 μL pre warmed opti-MEM and vortexed briefly. The two solutions were mixed, vortexed briefly and incubated for 15 min at room temperature. The cell culture medium was replaced with pre-warmed DMEM containing 10% Tet system approved FBS (Tet-free medium, TaKaRa) and 30 μL of DNA-lipid complex was added to each well. The medium was replaced with fresh Tet-free medium 6-8 h after transfection and incubated overnight.

Transcription induction of the transfected construct was done 24 h after transfection using 2 μg/mL doxycycline (Santa Cruz # sc-204734B) in Tet-free medium. For samples where splicing inhibition was required, cells were treated with 100 nM Pladienolide B (Plad B, Cayman) in Tet-free medium for 4 h. For transcription inhibition, induction with doxycycline was done for 2 h followed by treatment with Triptolide (40 μM, Sigma Aldrich) for 1 h.

\textit{RT-PCR for biochemical assays}

RNA was extracted 20 h after transfection using QIAgen RNeasy minikits (#74104) in a QIAcube following the manufacturer’s protocol. DNA was removed using TURBO DNase (Thermofisher #AM2238) in a 30 uL reaction. RNA was then quantified using a Nano Drop One (Thermofisher #ND-ONE-W) and the concentration adjusted to 60 ng/μL. For reverse transcription, 200 ng of RNA were used for a 10 uL reaction using SuperScript IV (Thermofisher #18090010) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Appropriate RT primers (Table S2) were added at a final concentration of 100 nM. PCR reactions were carried out in a Veriti 96-well thermocycler (Applied Biosystems #4375305) using a Phusion High Fidelity kit (New England Biolabs # E0553L). The reverse transcription product was diluted 5-fold with water and 2 uL were used in a 25 uL PCR reaction according to the manufacturer’s instructions. PCR was run for 21 or 22 cycles allowing 2 min for extension. The PCR product
was run in 1.5 % agarose gels and quantified in a BioRad gel documentation system after post-staining with Ethidium Bromide and destaining.

**siRNA-mediated knockdown**

SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 knockdown was performed using double-stranded siRNAs against SRSF1 (hs.Ri.SRSF1.13.2, IDT, USA) and hnRNPA1 (hs.Ri.HNRNPA1.13.2, IDT, USA). A scrambled double-stranded siRNA (DsirNA, IDT, USA) was used as negative control. Cells were seeded in an eight-well imaging chamber and grown to 60-70% confluency. For each well, 1.5 μL Lipofectamine RNAiMax reagent (Invitrogen) was diluted in 25 μL pre-warmed opti-MEM and vortexed briefly. In a separate tube, 0.5 μL siRNA (10 μM) was diluted in 25 μL pre-warmed opti-MEM and vortexed. The two solutions were then mixed, vortexed and incubated at room temperature for 5 min. 25 μL was then added to each well after replacing the cell culture medium with Tet-free medium. 6-8 h after transfection, fresh Tet-free medium was added. For the MALAT1 experiments, two rounds of siRNA mediated hnRNPA1 knockdown were done with a 24 h interval. For the experiments with constructs, single siRNA knockdown was done with a 24 h interval. For the experiments with constructs, single siRNA knockdown was done using Lipofectamine RNAiMax reagent followed by plasmid transfection using Lipofectamine 3000 with an interval of 24 h.

**qPCR quantification for knockdown efficiency**

HeLa Tet-On cells were grown in a 12-well plate and siRNA mediated knockdown was performed. Cells were collected 48 h after knockdown first knockdown. RNA extraction was done using the Qiagen RNeasy kit (Qiagen, #75144) following the provided protocol. cDNA was synthesized using an iScript cDNA synthesis kit (BioRad). 0.5-1 μg RNA template was used and the reaction was performed in a thermal cycler (Applied Biosystems) as follows: priming for 5 min at 25 °C, reverse transcription (RT) for 20 min at 46 °C, RT inactivation for 1 min at 95 °C and then held at 4 °C. For qPCR, 2 μL of cDNA was mixed with 2 μL of forward and reverse primers (2.5 μM each, Table S2) and 1x SYBR Green Supermix (BioRad) for a final reaction volume of 20 μL. The qPCR reactions were performed using the CFX real-time PCR system (Bio-Rad) as follows: pre-incubation of 95 ºC for 30 s, followed by 40 cycles consisting of 95 ºC for 10 s and 60 ºC for 30 s. The reactions were then subjected to melting curve analysis: 95 ºC for 10 s, 65 ºC for 5 s followed by 0.5 ºC increments to 95 ºC for 5 s. The data was analysed with the BioRad CFX Maestro software.

**Labelling of FISH probes and secondary antibodies**

FISH probes were designed using the Stellaris Probe Designer and purchased from IDT, USA with masking level set to 5 to avoid non-specific binding. Probes were 18-20 nucleotides long with a GC content between 45%-55%. The probes targeting motifs with SRSF1, SRSF7 and hnRNPA1 in WT, MUT, WT, MUT, MUT, MUT, and MUT, were purchased with 3’ amine modification. For the other probes, amine modification was added using terminal transferase (TdT) enzymatic reaction (57). For a 60 μL reaction volume, 40 μL of pooled oligonucleotides (100 μM) were mixed with 12 μL Amino-11-ddUTP (1 mM, Lumiprobe), 2.4 μL TdT (20000 U/mL, New England Biolabs, #M0315L) in 1x TdT buffer (New England Biolabs) and incubated overnight at 37 ºC in a PCR thermocycler (Applied Biosystems). The modified probes were purified using a P-6 Micro Bio-Spin Column (Bio-Rad).

For fluorophore conjugation, amine modified probes were dissolved in 0.1 M sodium bicarbonate (pH 8.5). Alexa Fluor (Invitrogen) and CF568 (Sigma Aldrich)-conjugated succinimidyl ester were dissolved in 0.5-4 μL DMSO and mixed with the probe solution. The dye: probe molar ratio was 25:1 approximately (45). The labelling reaction was incubated overnight in dark at 37 ºC. To quench the reaction, 1/9th reaction volume of 3M sodium acetate (pH 5) was added. Labelled probes were precipitated overnight with ethanol (~ 2.5 times the reaction volume) and then passed through a P-6 Micro Bio-Spin column to remove
unconjugated free dye. The labelling efficiency of all probes was above 75%. The exact sequences of the FISH probes are provided in Supplementary Table S2.

Secondary antibodies against mouse (Jackson ImmunoResearch, #715-005-150) or rabbit (Jackson ImmunoResearch, #711-005-152) were labelled with Alexa Fluor succinimidyl ester. 24 μL antibody (1 mg/mL) was mixed with 3 μL 10x PBS and 3 μL sodium bicarbonate (1 M, pH 8.5). 0.001-0.003 mg of Alexa dye was added to the above solution and the reaction was incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Labelled antibodies were purified using a P-6 Micro Bio-Spin column equilibrated with 1x PBS. 0.8 to 2.2 dye per antibody was typically achieved.

RNA FISH and immunostaining

RNA FISH and immunostaining were performed according to a previously published protocol (58). Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA, Electron Microscopy Sciences) in 1x PBS for 10 min at room temperature. Permeabilization was done with a solution containing 0.5% Triton X-100 (Thermo Scientific) and 2 mM vanadyl ribonucleoside complexes (Sigma-Aldrich, #R3380) in 1x PBS for 10 min on ice. Cells were washed 3 times with 1x PBS for at least 5 min after fixation and permeabilization. Cells were stored in 70% ethanol at 4 °C until hybridization with FISH probes. Cells were washed with 2x saline-sodium citrate (SSC) two times followed by a final wash with FISH wash solution (10% formamide (Ambion, #AM9342) in 2x SSC). 125 μL of hybridization buffer (FISH wash solution and 10% dextran sulphate (Sigma-Aldrich) containing 5 nM of each labelled probe and 10 mM dithiothreitol (Sigma-Aldrich) was added to each well of the imaging chamber. The hybridization reaction was incubated overnight at 37 °C in the dark. The following day, cells were washed with FISH was solution for 30 min at 37 °C.

To prevent dissociation of probes during immunostaining, cells were again fixed with 4% PFA for 10 min at room temperature. After washing with 1x PBS, cells were treated with blocking solution (0.1% ultrapure BSA (Invitrogen, #AM2618) in 1x PBS) for 30 min at room temperature. Solutions of primary antibodies were prepared in blocking solution using the following dilutions: mouse antibody against SRRM2 (1:2000, Sigma Aldrich, #S4045), mouse antibody against SRSF1 (1:250, Invitrogen, #32-4600), rabbit antibody against hnRNPA1 (1:100, Abcam, #ab177152), rabbit antibody against SON (1:200, Invitrogen, #PA5-54814). 125 μL of the solution was added to each well and incubated at room temperature for 1 h. Cells were washed with 1x PBS three times with 5 min incubation each time. Labelled secondary antibodies were diluted 200-fold in blocking solution, 125 μL added to each well and incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Cells were washed with 1x PBS for 3 times with at least 5 min incubation time and stored in 4x SSC at 4 °C until imaging.

Imaging and image reconstruction

Diffraction limited epi imaging was performed using a Nikon TiE microscope with a CFI HP TIRF objective (100X, NA 1.49, Nikon), and an EMCCD (Andor, iXon Ultra 888). Imaging was performed using an imaging buffer containing Tris-HCl (50 mM, pH 8), 10% glucose, 2x SSC, glucose oxidase (0.5 mg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich) and catalase (67 μg/mL, Sigma-Aldrich). FISH signals on the RNAs were imaged using the 647 nm laser (Cobolt MLD) and 561 nm laser (Coherent Obis). The immunofluorescence signal on nuclear speckle marker proteins was imaged using a 488 nm laser (Cobolt MLD). For the knockdown experiments, a 750 nm laser (Shanghai Dream Lasers Technology) was used to look at SRSF1 or hnRNPA1 protein levels stained with Alexa Fluor 750. Images were then processed in Fiji (ImageJ) (59) for further analysis.

2D-SMLM was performed on the same microscope, objective and EMCCD. Fluorescent TetraSpeck beads (0.1 μm, Invitrogen) were diluted 500-fold in 1x PBS, added to each well and incubated for 15 min at room temperature. After washing with 1x PBS to remove unattached beads, the same imaging buffer (as above) with additional 100 mM β-
mercaptoethanol (BME, 14.3 M, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the imaging chamber. For two
color STORM, movies were collected for the Alexa Fluor 647 and CF-568 channels
sequentially using JOBS module in the NIS software. Briefly, the 647 nm (~ 40 mW) and 561
nm laser (~ 85 mW) were used to excite Alexa Fluor 647 and CF-568 fluorophore,
respectively. A 405 nm laser (CL2000, Crystal Laser) was used for activation of fluorophores
from ‘off’ to ‘on’ state. The acquisition was performed with 3 frames of 647 or 561 nm laser
excitation followed by 1 frame of 405 nm laser excitation, using an exposure time of 42 ms.
The 405 nm laser power was adjusted during the acquisition to maintain a reasonable
density of fluorophores in the ‘on-state’. The maximum 405 nm laser power used with 647
and 561 lasers was ~2.2 mW and ~4 mW, respectively. A total of 15000 frames were
recorded for each 647 and 561 channels. Before performing SMLM imaging on a selected
cell, an epi image of the same cell with at least one bead present in the region of interest
was taken for channel alignment.

SMLM image reconstruction was performed using the Thunderstorm (60) ImageJ plugin. For
approximate localization of molecules, ‘local maximum’ method was used with the peak
intensity threshold 2 times the standard deviation of the residual background. To determine
sub-pixel localization of molecules, the Point Spread Function (Integrated Gaussian) method
was used with fitting radius of 3 pixels (pixel size = 130 nm) and initial sigma as 1.6 pixels.
The ‘connectivity’ was set to ‘8-neighborhood’. The images were then corrected for
translational drift using the cross-correlation method and a bin size of 20-25. Finally, spots
with xy-uncertainty more than 45 nm were filtered out. Images were then rendered with 5x
magnification and lateral shifts 5.

**Data analysis**

A custom MATLAB code that we previously developed (16) was modified for radial
distribution analysis on reconstructed SMLM images. Briefly, grayscale images were created
from the mean intensity of all three fluorescence channels. Nuclear speckles were identified
by applying an appropriate intensity threshold on the grayscale image. Inappropriately
fragmented nuclear speckles were removed from the final analysis by applying a size cutoff.
Further processing was done on the 2D binary images by filling and opening binary
operations to remove internal voids and shot noise. Each identified nuclear speckle was
indexed in region of interest (ROI), and the geometric centroid of the mask served as the
center of each speckle. Additional thresholds on 2D-area and ellipticity were applied to
discard abnormally large (fused) nuclear speckles and speckles that largely deviated from a
spherical shape, respectively. Ellipticity was calculated as \( \sqrt{\frac{(a^2 - c^2)/a^2} } \), where a is the
equatorial radius and c is the polar radius assuming an elliptical fit to the nuclear speckles.
An area cut-off of 5000 pixels (at pixel size of 26 nm) and ellipticity cut-off of 0.8 worked best
for our analysis. To estimate the ‘regularity’ of the surface of the nuclear speckles, the
number of edge pixels were counted using the MATLAB built-in function `bwperim` on the
generated intensity mask of the speckle and divided by the area of the speckle. For
calculating the distance of the RNA motifs to the center of the nuclear speckle, the
normalized radial distribution of intensity of each channel was calculated from the defined
center of the speckle. The mean distance of the 647 nm and 561 nm channels (reporting the
RNA signals) was calculated for each nuclear speckle, normalized by the size of the speckle
(intensity weighted average radius of SRRM2/SON signal), and represented as scatter plots.
For calculating the distance of the RNA motifs to the edge of the nuclear speckle, MATLAB
built-in function `bwboundaries` was used to trace the exterior boundaries of nuclear speckles.
For each pixel, distance to the edge is defined as the distance between that pixel and the
nearest pixel on the boundary. The same procedures as described above were performed to
obtain the normalized radial distribution functions and scatter plots with respect to the edge
of speckles.

**Data availability**
The authors declare that all data supporting the findings of the present study are available in the article and its supplementary figures and tables, or from the corresponding author upon request. Codes used for radial distribution analysis and toy model development are available on GitHub (https://github.com/JingyiFeiLab/Radial-distribution_Toy-model). All plasmids used in this study will be available through AddGene.
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Figure 1. Intra-organelle RNA organization model with nuclear speckle as an example.

Nuclear proteins show differential localization with respect to nuclear speckles, with SRSF1 protein enriched in speckles and hnRNPA1 protein distributed in the nucleoplasm. As a result, RNAs containing both RBP binding motifs will be driven to the outer shell of nuclear speckles and will be organized with their SRSF1-binding motifs closer to the speckle center than their hnRNPA1-binding motifs.
Figure 2. SMLM imaging and analysis of intra-speckle organization of RNAs containing SRSF1 motifs in exon and hnRNPA1 motifs in intron. (a) Schematic illustration of MUT$_{S1-H1}$ and MUT$_{S1-spacer-H1}$ constructs. (b) Representative SMLM image of MUT$_{S1-H1}$ and MUT$_{S1-spacer-H1}$. FISH signals corresponding to hnRNPA1 (labeled with AF647) and SRSF1 (labeled with CF568) motifs in the RNAs are shown in magenta and green respectively. Immunostaining of SRRM2 is shown in blue. Scale bar represents 5 μm.
(white) and 1 μm (black). (c) Calculation of the distribution of FISH signal as a function of the distance from the center of the nuclear speckle (i) and edge of the nuclear speckle (ii). Due to size differences among nuclear speckles, distances are all normalized from the center of the speckle (i) or the edge of the speckle (ii) to build the overlaid distribution. (d) Plot of difference in absolute mean distance vs. separation in the RNA length (in the unit of nucleotide) between the probe targeting positions. Population distribution of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif signals for MUTS1-H1 as a function of the normalized distance from the center of the speckle (e) and edge of the speckle (g). Population-weighted mean normalized distance of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 signal from the center of speckle (f) and edge of speckle (h) for each speckle for MUTS1-H1. Population distribution of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif signals for MUTS1-spacer-H1 as a function of the normalized distance from the center of the speckle (i) and edge of the speckle (k). Population-weighted mean normalized distance of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 signal from the center of speckle (j) and edge of speckle (l) for each speckle for MUTS1-spacer-H1. Error bars in the population vs. distance plots report the standard deviation from two replicates, each replicate containing at least 60-90 nuclear speckles collected from 4-6 cells. Scatter plots are generated by combining all nuclear speckles (120-180) from two replicates. Values in scatter plot represent mean ± standard error of mean (s.e.m). p-values in the scatter plots are calculated with paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test (one-sided), with *p<5e-2, **p<1e-2, ***p<1e-3.
Figure 3. Effect of restored 3' active splice site and transcription on intra-speckle organization of RNAs containing SRSF1 motifs in exon and hnRNPA1 motifs in intron. (a) Schematic illustration of \( W\text{T}_S\text{H}_1 \), \( W\text{T}_H\text{S}_1 \) and \( M\text{UT}_S\text{H}_1 \). Population distribution of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif signals as a function of the normalized distance from the center of the speckle (b) and edge of the speckle (d) for \( W\text{T}_S\text{H}_1 \) in the presence of Pladienolide B. Population-weighted mean normalized distance of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 signal from the center of speckle (c) and edge of the speckle (e) for each speckle for \( W\text{T}_S\text{H}_1 \) in the presence of Pladienolide B. Population distribution of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif signals as a function of the normalized distance from the center of the speckle (f) and edge of the speckle (h) for \( W\text{T}_H\text{S}_1 \) in the presence of Pladienolide B. Population-weighted mean normalized distance of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 signal from the center of speckle (g) and edge of the speckle (i) for \( W\text{T}_H\text{S}_1 \) in the presence of Pladienolide B. Population distribution of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif signals as a function of the normalized distance from the center of the speckle (j) and edge of the speckle (l) for \( M\text{UT}_S\text{H}_1 \) in the presence of...
Triptolide. Population-weighted mean normalized distance of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 signal from the center of speckle (k) and edge of the speckle (m) for each speckle MUTS1+H1 in the presence of Triptolide. Error bars in the population vs. distance plots report the standard deviation from two replicates, each replicate containing at least 36-48 nuclear speckles collected from 3-4 cells. Scatter plots are generated by combining all nuclear speckles (72-96) from two replicates. Values in scatter plot represent mean ± standard error of mean (s.e.m). p-values in the scatter plots are calculated with paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test (one-sided), with *p<5e-2, **p<1e-2, ***p<1e-3.
Figure 4. Intra-speckle organization of RNAs containing SRSF7 motifs in exon and hnRNPA1 motifs in intron. (a) Schematic illustration of MUTS7-H1 and WTS7-H1 constructs. Population distribution of SRSF7 and hnRNPA1 motif signals for MUTS7-H1 as a function of the normalized distance from the center of the speckle (b) and edge of the speckle (d). Population-weighted mean normalized distance of SRSF7 and hnRNPA1 signal from the center of speckle (c) and edge of speckle (e) for each speckle for MUTS7-H1. Population distribution of SRSF7 and hnRNPA1 motif signals for WTS7-H1 in the presence of Pladienolide B as a function of the normalized distance from the center of the speckle (f) and edge of the speckle (h). Population-weighted mean normalized distance of SRSF7 and hnRNPA1 signal from the center of speckle (g) and edge of speckle (i) for each speckle for WTS7-H1 in the presence of Pladienolide B. Error bars in the population vs. distance plots report the standard deviation from two replicates, each replicate containing at least 48-60 nuclear speckles collected from 4-5 cells. Scatter plots are generated by combining all nuclear speckles (96-120) from two replicates. Values in scatter plot represent mean ± standard error of mean (s.e.m). p-values in the scatter plots are calculated with paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test (one-sided), with *p<5e-2, **p<1e-2, ***p<1e-3.
Figure 5. Effect of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 knockdown on the intra-speckle organization of RNAs containing SRSF1 motifs in exon and hnRNPA1 motifs in intron. (a) Schematic illustration of MUTS1-H1. (b) Immunofluorescence (IF) quantification of each cell chosen for imaging treated with scramble siRNA, siRNA against SRSF1 and siRNA against hnRNPA1. Immunofluorescence is quantified by staining SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 proteins with their
respective antibodies and imaging with a 750 nm laser under scramble and knockdown conditions and computing the average intensity of the whole cell. (c) Representative SMLM images of MUT$_{S1\text{-}H1}$ treated with scramble siRNA, siRNA against SRSF1 and siRNA against hnRNPA1. FISH signals corresponding to hnRNPA1 and SRSF1 motifs in the RNAs are shown in magenta and green respectively. Immunostaining of scaffold protein SON is shown in blue. Scale bars represent 5 μm (white) and 1 μm (black). Population distribution of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif signals as a function of the normalized distance from the center (d), and from the edge (f) of the speckle for MUT$_{S1\text{-}H1}$. Population-weighted mean normalized distance of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 signal from the center (e), and from the edge (g) for each speckle for MUT$_{S1\text{-}H1}$. Error bars in the population vs. distance plots report the standard deviation from two replicates, each replicate containing at least 48-72 nuclear speckles collected from 4-6 cells. Scatter plots are generated by combining all nuclear speckles (96-144) from two replicates. Values in scatter plot represent mean ± standard error of mean (s.e.m). p-values in the scatter plots are calculated with paired sample Wilcoxon signed rank test (black, one-sided) and two sample t-test (magenta and green, one-sided), with *p<5e-2, **p<1e-2, ***p<1e-3.
Figure 6. Intra-speckle organization of RNAs from single-motif constructs containing either SRSF1 motifs in exon or hnRNPA1 motifs in intron. (a) Schematic illustration of MUTN-H1, MUTS1-N and MUTS1-H1 constructs. MUTN-H1 and MUTS1-N are size-matched variants of construct MUTS1-H1. MUTN-H1 contains hnRNPA1 binding motifs in the intron and a neutral exon. MUTS1-N contains SRSF1 binding motifs in the exon and a neutral intron (b) Representative SMLM image of MUTN-H1 and MUTS1-N. Scale bars represent 5 \( \mu \)m (white) and 1 \( \mu \)m (black). Population distribution of hnRNPA1 motif signals for MUTN-H1 as a function of the normalized distance from the center of the speckle (c) and edge of the speckle (d). Population distribution of SRSF1 motif signals for MUTS1-N as a function of the normalized distance from the center of the speckle (e) and edge of the speckle (f). Comparison of the population-weighted mean normalized distance of hnRNPA1 and SRSF1 signal from MUTS1-H1 with hnRNPA1 signal from MUTN-H1 and SRSF1 signal.
from MTS1-N, respectively from the center of speckle (g) and edge of speckle (h) for each
speckle. Error bars in the population vs. distance plots report the standard deviation from
three replicates, each replicate containing at least 75-90 nuclear speckles from 5-6 cells.
Scatter plots are generated by combining all nuclear speckles (150-180) from two replicates.
Values in scatter plot represent mean ± standard error of mean (s.e.m). p-values in the
scatter plots are calculated with two sample t-test, with \( *p<5e-2, **p<1e-2, ***p<1e-3 \).
Figure 7. A toy model recapitulated the intra-speckle positioning of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif-rich region of the RNA. (a) Graphical representation of the 6 configurations (3 positions and 2 orientations) of the RNA molecule and 4 binding states. Specifically, the positions of the SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif-rich regions can be both inside, both outside, or straddle the speckle interface (one inside and one outside). Each position can have two orientations (SRSF1 motif-rich region inside or hnRNPA1 motif-rich region inside). In each configuration, there are four binding states corresponding to each block on the RNA molecule being either bound or unbound by the corresponding protein. (b) Probability distribution of position of the SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif-rich regions, as predicted by the toy model. Mean positions of SRSF1 and hnRNPA1 motif determined by this model are plotted as a function of both SRSF1 (c) and hnRNPA1 (d) knockdown efficiencies. The case here represents Kd=1 μM.